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Abstract
Rural outmigration has prompted trends of agricultural abandonment in Europe since the 19th
century. These processes have progressively made land abandonment one of the main, and
most challenging, land management issues up to the present day. This study examines the
case of Castelsaraceno, a small town in the south of Italy where land abandonment has been
associated with the loss of the shepherding profession and tradition. Despite recent regional
laws recognising the role of shepherds in ecosystem management and designating them as
‘caretakers of the environment’, there is still a lack of understanding as to how shepherds
experience and perceive land abandonment, how their roles in land management have
changed, and how they may evolve in the future. The purpose of this study is to enrich an
existing body of knowledge on land abandonment which is often quantitively oriented and
overlooking of the perspectives of farmers and herders. Data for this study was obtained
through semi-structured interviews, informal conversations, participant observation,
photography, and film. Results suggest that changes in the landscape due to land
abandonment have caused a general ‘loss of identity’, leaving shepherds feeling less attached
to their environment, and longing for a landscape that has disappeared. The study concludes
that due to unfavourable economic circumstances, a lack of generational renewal and the
perceived impossibility of resuscitating past social dynamics, respondents do not envision
shepherds taking on a significant role in the landscape in the future. Despite shepherds not
viewing pathways for restoring shepherds’ roles in land management, reimagining the role of
the shepherding tradition through its material and non-material heritage aspects can represent
positive opportunities for the future. The revaluing of the shepherding tradition through tourism
can arguably support the development of a new collective identity as well as the promotion of
a new land management paradigm.

Key words: land abandonment, shepherds, traditional agricultural practices, traditional
cultural landscapes, landscape identity.
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1. Introduction
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Rural outmigration has prompted trends of agricultural abandonment in Europe since the 19th
century. These processes have progressively made land abandonment one of the main, and
most challenging, land management issues up to the present day (Lasanta et al, 2017; Subedi
et al., 2021). Overall, it is estimated that between 385 and 472 Mha of land have suffered
abandonment on the global scale between 1700 and 2000, with around 120 Mha being
subjected to land abandonment in Europe alone since 1990 (Levers et al, 2018).
The considerable scale and rate at which agricultural land is being abandoned is compounded
by the multiplicity and diversity of the consequences of land abandonment. The succession of
vegetation on abandoned land is one such consequence, inducing several knock-on effects
spanning from the environmental to the socioeconomic and cultural spheres. Whilst it is
argued that environmental benefits such as greater carbon sequestration, soil erosion control
and regulation of the hydrological cycle may derive from the process of land abandonment
and revegetation, much concern has been voiced with regards to its negative consequences
and the spectrum of their influence. Indeed, undesired effects such as the progressive
homogenisation of agricultural landscapes (Zambon et al, 2018), the reduction of biodiversity,
the enhanced risk of forest fires, drastic changes in water flows and the significant loss of
human cultural landscapes (Lasanta et al, 2015; Quaranta et al, 2020) pose a threat not only
to the affected rural areas, but also compromise the integrity of society as a whole. This may
be manifested in terms of a lack of diversity, availability and accessibility of agricultural goods
and services, as well as losses in environmental benefits and cultural assets (Lasanta et al,
2017).
In response, national and international initiatives have set out to curb rural outmigration and
land abandonment through the promotion of subsidies, land banks and marketing schemes
(Farinella et al., 2017). Whilst such interventions have largely been focussed on tackling the
greater causes of land abandonment such as generational renewal and economic viability, it
has only more recently been suggested that a more harmonious integration of cultural, socioeconomic and environmental factors may help address the land abandonment issue more
appropriately (Lasanta et al., 2017). Indeed, the development of a renewed landscape
restoration paradigm has highlighted the historical role of shepherds and farmers in
maintaining healthy and diverse ecosystems as well as the potential role that maintaining
traditional land management may have in in the current pursuit of sustainability.
The following study examines the case of Basilicata, a predominantly mountainous and semiarid region in Southern Italy, which has witnessed significant outmigration from rural areas
and abandonment of land since the mid-20th century (Talia, 2008). On the lines of much of the
land abandonment discourse which is common throughout Europe, encroaching forests and
10

increased risk of fire have brought greater attention to the problem and stimulated institutional
response (AGR Basilicata, 2017). In the context of Castelsaraceno, a small town in the South
of Basilicata, land abandonment has been associated with undergrazing and the loss of the
herding profession and tradition. Despite recent regional laws recognising the role of
shepherds in ecosystem management and designating them as ‘caretakers of the
environment’ (AGR Basilicata, 2021), there is still a lack of understanding as to how shepherds
have experienced and perceive land abandonment, how their roles in land management have
changed, and how they may evolve in the future. Several studies have investigated the
environmental effects of land abandonment and discussed potential pathways for policy
response (Dolton-Thornton, 2021, Dax et al., 2021). However, only a limited body of literature
examines how people have experienced land abandonment and the role that the loss of the
shepherding profession and traditional land management practices has had in the
perpetuation of land abandonment. Most accounts which recognise the valuable input of
pastoralism and traditional land management concern the Spanish Pyrenees and the
Slovenian Alps, stressing benefits for the maintenance of ecosystem functions and
sustainable human development (Lasanta-Martinez et al., 2005; Fernandez and Esatque,
2012; Guadilla-Sáez et al., 2019; Lieskovsky et al, 2015; Bezak and Dobrovodska, 2019).
Therefore, examining perceptions of land abandonment, the past and current role of
shepherds in land management, and exploring the potential value of traditional land
management practices in Basilicata and Castelsaraceno can contribute to the literature on
land abandonment in the context of semi-arid Mediterranean ecosystems. Due to its
contribution in the realm of the social and the cultural, encompassing peoples’ perceptions
and past land use practices, this study can contribute to the knowledge on agro-pastoral
systems and inform landscape restoration schemes. Ultimately, the following study – set up
in a collaboration between Wageningen University and Research (WUR) and the University of
Basilicata (UNIBAS) – aims to provide a further contribution to the EU 2012-2017 CASCADE
project in Castelsaraceno by gaining insights into the dynamics of land abandonment and
perspectives for the future. Whilst land abandonment and the encroachment of forests in
Castelsaraceno have gradually progressed in Castelsaraceno since the 1950s, sudden
dramatic changes, or ‘tipping points’, were identified as taking place from the year 2000
onwards. Importantly, these sudden changes are suggested to have been accompanied by a
substantial transformation in local identity and an “invisible break between local people and
their territory” (Quaranta and Salvia, 2014). This study sets out to make a contribution in the
understanding of how these sudden social changes materialised and how they were
experienced by the shepherds of Castelsaraceno.
11

2.Setting the Scene
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2.1 ‘Internal areas’ and the rural exodus
Italy has experienced significant rates of outmigration from rural areas towards urban centres
since the 1950s (De Rubertis, 2019). This has progressively led to the identification of ‘internal
areas’, a term coined to indicate the territorial isolation of certain regions from so-called ‘poles
of attraction’, areas which are appealing for people to migrate towards due to their greater
availability of public services1. Indeed, internal areas are defined based upon their remoteness
from quality education, rail transport and health services. The region of Basilicata is
representative, with most of its territory falling into the peripherical and ultra-peripherical
categories (Figure 1) and having experienced a 4.2% decrease in resident population between
1971 and 2011. Within the same time frame, a 10.1% and 22.1% decrease were observed in
peripherical and ultra-peripherical areas respectively (PSR, 2014; Agenzia Coesione, 2018).

Figure 1: Region of Basilicata divided on the basis of the six categories defined in the
National Strategy for Internal Areas (PSR, 2014)

However, the definition of internal areas in Basilicata should not be generalised. As discussed
by Talia (2008), the region has experienced a form of territorial dualism since the beginning of
the 20th century, taking place particularly between the more mountainous areas in the West
and the hilly and coastal areas (or ‘marine’) of the East. This dualism has come about as a
consequence of the gravitation of people towards urban centres external to Basilicata such as
Salerno and Naples in the West, and Bari and Foggia in the East. More importantly, the two
main cities of Basilicata (Potenza and Matera) are considered as rural rather than urban areas
according to PSR (2014) and have arguably failed to develop as regional reference points.

1

The National Strategy for Internal Areas (2018) defines six categories based on these criteria: (1) urban poles of
attraction, (2) Inter-municipal poles of attraction, (3) urban belt areas, (4) intermediate areas, (5) peripherical areas, (6)
ultra-peripherical areas.
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Depopulation and marginalisation prove to be a sensitive topic on the very streets of Potenza:
a sign outside a social centre in Potenza reads: “Depopulation: if Potenza dies, Basilicata
dies”, followed by a call to reimagine to role of Potenza as a centrepiece for regional stability
and a disincentive to outmigration (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Community centre “Circolo Angilla” in Potenza (Personal Archive)

2.2 Depopulation, land abandonment and pastoralism in Castelsaraceno
Land abandonment has been a notable consequence of depopulation throughout the region
of Basilicata. The town of Castelsaraceno in the region’s South is particularly representative.
Indeed, the negative demographic trends mentioned previously are reflected in
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Castelsaraceno not only in terms of resident population2, but also in relation to the number of
farms present on the regional and local territory (Table 1).

Table 1: Number of farms in Basilicata and Castelsaraceno from 1961 to 2010 (Quaranta
and Salvia, 2014)

Located in the province of Potenza, Castelsaraceno (Figure 3) has historically been a point of
convergence for movements of transhumance. For centuries transhumant shepherds have
seasonally migrated from the eastern lowlands, also known as ‘marine’ due to their vicinity to
the coast, to the western highlands of the Apennine Mountain range. Armenti (1995) discusses
how pastoralism in the area of what is now the region of Basilicata was fundamental for Bronze
Age societies to develop due to paths, which were used by shepherds to seasonally move,
becoming roads used for commerce and, inevitably, mediums for the spread of culture.
Shepherding remained a fundamental part of the local economy until the mid-1950s, after
which a substantial portion of the population migrated from Castelsaraceno to seek
employment elsewhere. Since then, the vibrant agro-pastoral system which was characteristic
of Castelsaraceno has declined, paving the way for the encroachment of forests and the
gradual loss of cultural heritage (Quaranta et al, 2020). Arguably as an adaptive measure, the
local economy has substantially banked on an increasing natural capital in order to promote
the tourism industry, the most significant example of this being the construction of a hanging
panoramic bridge (ANSA, 2021). Whilst this new orientation to tourism has certainly put the
town back on the map, shepherding has almost completely disappeared in Castelsaraceno
and its relics are displayed in the local Museum of Pastoralism, which offers a multi-sensory
experience of what the landscape of Castelsaraceno once used to entail.

2

ISTAT (2022) records a steady decrease in resident population in Castelsaraceno: 2441 in 1970, 1480 in 2010 and 1243 as
of January 2022.
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Furthermore, the knock-on effects of the decline of shepherding in Castelsaraceno concern
gastronomical heritage and the local economy. Castelsaraceno used to represent a
centrepiece in the production chain of a cheese known as Canestrato di Moliterno, Moliterno
being a nearby town where cheese produced with the milk from Castelsaraceno used to be
matured. These intra-regional links have progressively been lost with the decline of
shepherding and Castelsaraceno has arguably found itself more isolated from national and
global markets. Conversely, Quaranta et al (2020) point out that there has been a shift from
shepherding to cattle herding, a transition which is thought to have detrimental effects on the
land and biodiversity.

Figure 3: View of Castelsaraceno and Mount Alpi from Mount Raparo. (Personal archive)
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3. Concepts and theories
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The theoretical framework employed for this study is two-fold, being built upon the concepts
of (1) traditional cultural landscapes (TCLs) and (2) landscape identity.
It is important to firstly define what is meant by the term ‘landscape’. The European Landscape
Convention connotes a landscape as:
“…an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and
interaction of natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe, 2000)
Whilst this definition certainly provides a baseline representation of a what landscape is, it
does not sufficiently portray the complexity and diversity of the factors which are constitutive
of a landscape. Indeed, it is essential to situate a landscape within a spatio-temporal
dimension in order to fully capture the multiplicity and dynamicity of the human-nature
interactions which construct it. For this reason, I propose the landscape definition provided by
Zerbe (2022) as a guiding principle for this study.
“the concept of landscape integrates (1) the natural abiotic (geology, soil,
geomorphology, water balance, climate) and biotic (fora, fauna, vegetation, microorganisms)
preconditions within a spatial unit of the earth’s surface, which (2) historically were and
continuously are shaped, influenced, and organized by humans, thus forming a socialecological system, and (3) the human perception with regard to, e.g., aesthetics, values,
identity, and symbols” (Zerbe, 2022)

3.1 Traditional Cultural Landscapes (TCLs)
The fundamental message to be drawn from the definition offered by Zerbe (2022) is that
landscapes should be viewed as social constructs. Landscapes have, indeed, widely been
labelled in the literature as ‘cultural’, a connotation which allows landscapes to be
acknowledged not only as a product of material and physical interactions between the natural
and the human but also as a space where intangible assets such as symbols, values and
identity are manifested. As such, cultural landscapes are viewed as representative of an
evolutionary and temporal process in which human-nature interactions develop and mutate.
This characterisation implies that landscapes are dynamic and continuously subject to
change. It is the recognition of landscapes as dynamic entities that leads to the distinction of
‘traditional cultural landscapes’, where the attribute ‘traditional’ is not synonymous with
‘anachronistic’ or ‘primitive’ but is instead representative of a historically continuous process
through which the accumulation of knowledge, practice, and cultural content takes place
(Antrop, 1997). Cullotta and Barbera (2011) notably mark a clear contrast between ‘traditional
cultural landscapes’ and ‘modern cultural landscapes’ (MCLs), the main distinction lying in the
evolutionary trajectories which have originated them. Whilst the former may be viewed as
18

being the product of a long-term interaction between the natural and the human and
championing of biodiversity and sustainability, MCLs may be interpreted as being fastdeveloping, technology-driven and production-oriented systems. In the Mediterranean context
these structural and functional differences are articulated by Cullotta and Barbera (2011)
through several indicators ranging from traditional land management practices to non-material
heritage features (Table 2). Importantly, TCLs and MCLs are presented in contrast with seminatural and natural landscapes which display a less pronounced cultural attribute. This is
useful in order to appreciate how landscapes have transitioned from one to another and,
therefore, in understanding them as dynamic entities.

Table 2: TCL, MCL and semi-natural/natural landscape indicators. Adopted from Cullotta
and Barbera (2011)
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Understanding landscapes as dynamic systems is particularly relevant when considering
TCLs in the context of land abandonment. Solymosi (2011) compounds the indicators
established by Cullotta and Barbera (2011) through a more direct connection to the topics of
land abandonment and marginalised areas, concluding that most TCLs can be found in areas
displaying the following characteristics: (1) isolation, (2) a challenging geographical setting
(e.g., unfavourable for large scale agricultural production) and (3) differentiation and
marginalisation of inhabitants from the mainstream. As acknowledged by the author, these are
co-constitutive of one another, in a similar fashion to the processes of outmigration and land
abandonment. Ultimately, a modernisation paradigm may be identified as a common
denominator between TCLs and MCLs, and Solymosi’s (2011) indicators. Arguably, the
existence and survival of TCLs may be attributed to a failure to modernise and transform into
a more productive and profitable agricultural system. Furthermore, this need to modernise
may also be identified as one of the pulling forces at the source of land abandonment. Zerbe
(2022) visualises these processes in the context of TCLs through a ‘pull’ and ‘push’
relationship (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Push-Pull dynamics between TCLs and urban centres. Adopted from Zerbe
(2022)

On the basis of the landscape indicators established by Cullotta and Barbera (2011) and landuse observations made by Quaranta et al (2020), the process of land abandonment in
Castelsaraceno may be interpreted as a transition from a TCL to a semi-natural landscape.
Indeed, the evolutionary pathway of Castelsaraceno has not witnessed a transition towards a
‘modern’ technologically driven system based on large-scale farming but has, instead, been
subject to significant encroachment of forests onto abandoned farmland. The framing of
Castelsaraceno as a TCL may be further supported by the fact that it is considered an ‘internal
area’, one which has not undergone a process of modernisation with regard to public services
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and infrastructure and which, therefore, is reflective of the indicators provided by Solymosi
(2011).
As a place with a long history of farming, pastoralism and transhumance, it is useful to think
of the current landscape of Castelsaraceno as the remnant of an extensive agro-pastoral
system. The value of these types of land uses and their maintenance have been widely
recognised in the literature. As a result of the ongoing decline of these systems, concern has
been voiced both in regard to the integrity of biodiversity and ecosystem services as well as
that of cultural identity and heritage (Quaranta et al., 2020; Fernandez and Esatque, 2012;
Oteros-Rosas et al, 2013)
TCLs are a meaningful concept to apply when discussing landscape identity and perceptions
of land abandonment in relation to past land use management and practices. When exploring
the role of rural identity in the maintenance of traditional agricultural landscapes, Bezak and
and Dobrovodska (2019) highlight the inherent heritage value of TCLs and the tendency of
individuals and communities to project new experiences and interpretations of a landscape
onto existing systems built upon past experience. This makes it interesting to investigate how
TCLs may be modified or redefined in new contexts. Indeed, TCLs serve as an extension to
the landscape identity circle in understanding peoples’ attitudes towards TCLs or, more
broadly, to the preferred or desired form of land management. Ultimately, this concept will
allow to understand what grounding the maintenance of traditional agricultural practices has
in Castelsaraceno and what attitude people have towards the restoration of shepherds’ roles
in land management.
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3.2 Landscape Identity: exploring individual and collective experiences of land
abandonment.
Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011) broadly define landscape identity as “the perceived uniqueness
of a place”, stressing that the concept is not only expressive of the inherent natural and
biophysical character of an area but also of the personal and social interpretations attributed
to a given landscape. Two principles guide the functioning of the framework in understanding
how human constructs and natural features interact with one another: (1) the spatialexistential, and (2) the personal-cultural.
(1) The former provides the baseline for understanding how human-environmental interactions
take place in developing landscape identity. Here the existential component describes the
sense of identity and belonging that people draw from a landscape, and which may be
materialised, for example, in the form of memories and symbolic meaning. The spatial element
of the principle is compounding of the first in the sense that it appreciates peoples’ tendency
to characterise a landscape and to recognise it as their own through the observation of
physical features. This may take place through visual aspects, as much as through patterns,
sounds and smells. (2) The personal-cultural principle, on the other hand, marks the difference
between individual and collective experiences of a landscape. On the one hand, the personal
is materialised in an individual’s own perception and experience of the landscape; on the other
hand, the cultural - also defined by Jorgensen et al (2006) as ‘the social’ – concern the
collective consensus achieved around meanings attributed to a landscape. The latter may be
observed, for example, in common acts of care and maintenance of a landscape, as well as
collective memories of situations and events (Stobbelaar and Pedroli, 2011)
The landscape identity circle (Figure 5) is used as a mean to visualise these principles, which
take the form of crossing axes and, in turn, allow for the identification of four quadrants: ‘the
personal-spatial’, ‘the cultural-spatial’, ‘the personal-existential’, and ‘the cultural-existential’.
The first two quadrants describe the rapport between individual and collective perceptions of
a landscape based on its characteristic features. The latter describe the deeper and more
abstract associations and symbolic meanings attributed to a landscape respectively at the
personal and social level.
Moreover, it should be stressed how landscape identity is not static but inherently dynamic.
Indeed, as landscape identity describes the interaction between the environmental and the
cultural, it is by nature ever-changing. The implication of this is that, as a landscape evolves,
so do human perceptions and the ways in which individuals and communities view themselves
in relation to a landscape. Butler and Sarlov-Herlin (2019) state that “…landscape is formed,
22

reformed, and transformed by local, regional, and global agendas”. This further underlines the
dynamicity of landscape identity, taking it beyond local patterns of change and rendering it
subject to broader trends such as urbanisation and globalisation.

Figure 5: Landscape Identity Circle, featuring personal-cultural and spatial-existential
axes, and their derived quadrants. External to the circle are the disciplines which may
study the different quadrants more specifically (Stobbelaar and Pedroli, 2011)

The adoption of the landscape identity circle allows to understand shepherds’ perceptions of
a landscape which has changed (and is changing) due to land abandonment. In this case
study, landscape identity is an appropriate concept in framing the exodus of shepherds from
Castelsaraceno and the historical abandonment of land by crop farmers. Due to the older
demographics of the target population of shepherds, this framework is also particularly
relevant in understanding past and contemporary dynamics of landscape change in the area.
Therefore, it allows to identify what elements are perceived to have changed more dramatically
than others over time.
23

As a mean of making the topic of landscape identity more tangible, the following four principles
elaborated by Breakwell (1993) will act in support of the landscape identity circle: (1)
distinctiveness, indicating the way that individuals find uniqueness from others stemming from
their place of origin; (2) continuity, which refers to a sense of grounding and stability in relation
to oneself and the landscape; (3) self-esteem, which describes how a landscape influences
positive and negative conceptions of themselves; and (4) self-efficacy, which defines how an
environment allows an individual to meet their demands and satisfaction.

24

4. Research questions
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Main research question
How do shepherds in Castelsaraceno perceive and experience land abandonment and what
is their attitude towards the restoration of shepherds’ roles in land management?
Sub-questions
1) How has land abandonment shaped shepherds’ individual and collective landscape
identity in Castelsaraceno?
2) How have rural practices and shepherds’ roles in land management changed over the
last 30 years?
3) What prospects do shepherds have for the future of Castelsaraceno and how do they
view the role of traditional rural practices in future land management?

26

5. Methodology
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The following chapter discusses the methodological approach adopted for this study. The
validity of the research design will firstly be discussed. This will then be followed by a
presentation of the data collection and analysis methods employed for this study.

5.1 Research Design
The study adopts a qualitative research design. Aspers and Corte (2019) define qualitative
research as “an iterative process in which improved understanding to the scientific community
is achieved by making new significant distinctions resulting from getting closer to the
phenomenon studied”. Importantly, qualitative research aims to comprehensively understand
a given phenomenon through the perceptions and experiences of study participants (Hennink
et al., 2020). In engaging with this process, this study finds its building blocks in three
concepts: (1) self-reflexivity, (2) context and (3) thick description. Tracy (2019) describes these
elements respectively as (1) the researcher’s ability to appropriately consider how their own
experience and knowledge may impact interactions in the research area, (2) the researcher’s
appreciation for the broader environment and the influence of different elements on the
research topic, and (3) the researcher’s ability to immerse themselves into the study setting
and contextualise the research topic within the richer and broader environment. Ultimately,
the design of this research takes the form of an ethnography and is deemed appropriate in
this case to investigate peoples’ attitude towards land abandonment, along with the different
meanings and interpretations they associate with the landscape. The use of this research
design is further supported by a need to integrate anthropological and ethnographical studies
in the body of literature concerning TCLs and landscape restoration. As an articulator of these
needs, Zerbe (2022) calls for a greater use of ‘cultural mapping’ in order to “unlock people’s
historical and contemporary relationships with local environments”. This ethnographic
approach appreciates not only that a landscape may represent a physical manifestation of
local culture and identity, but that it is also acts as a repository of tacit knowledge. Therefore,
the process of cultural mapping occurs in different ways, including both an observational and
participatory exercise which focusses on peoples’ interactions with the landscape, as well as
one of verbal elicitation. Importantly, cultural mapping occurs in situ and, whenever possible
and appropriate, in the locations which people regard as important. (Strang, 2010)

5.2 Data collection
Data for this study was obtained through semi-structured interviews, informal conversations,
participant observation, photography and film.
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5.2.1 Interviews
Interviews were conducted over the span of two months spent in Castelsaraceno. Whilst
snowball sampling was initially set to be the predominant mode of recruitment of participants
for this study, the size of Castelsaraceno and the number of its inhabitants led to little effort
being needed in identifying respondents. Indeed, not only would people often spontaneously
provide names of people I should speak to but would, as happened on various occasions,
casually point at someone passing by or sitting in a bar and say, “he used to be a shepherd!”
and then proceed to introduce me to them. This proved not only to be a quick way of identifying
study participants, but also effective due to the friendlier and more trusting atmosphere that
developed between myself and the study participant.
The population identified and interviewed for this study consists of (1) active and (2) retired
shepherds, and (3) individuals who are still working but changed their line of work from
pastoralism. Due to the decline of pastoralism in Castelsaraceno, the majority of respondents
in this study fall into the latter categories. All of the active shepherds remaining in the territory
of Castelsaraceno were interviewed, with the addition of two transhumant cow herders which
at the time of the data collection were located in the lowlands (‘marine’). All interviews were
conducted in person. The majority of interviews occurred in a convivial and familiar setting,
where multiple family members would often be present. This allowed not only for a ‘focus
group’-like setting to take place due to the typical involvement of the entire family in
shepherding, but also for study participants to find greater comfort in partaking in the interview.
Furthermore, the vast majority of scheduled interviews occurred in the family homes in which
I was invited and accompanied by food and beverages. Interviews were often facilitated by
two locals who would physically take me to interview locations as well as help the interview
process, the latter typically consisting of introducing me and translating words or phrases that
I did not understand. This did not come about upon my own request but out of their personal
interest in the study. These factors put together ensured that the interviews were informal,
relaxed and flowed well. Data for this study was collected not only through the rigour of a
scheduled and set interview, in a calm environment but also occurred on a daily basis in bars,
cars, mountains, fields, barns and through brief exchanges in the town square. Some
participants would be met regularly every morning for coffee at the bar, where I would be given
brief notions of their experience and opinions on various topics.
Language proved to be more of a challenge than expected, despite being a native Italian
speaker. The first two weeks required a lot of adaptation to the local dialect “Casteddano”, by
the end of which I could understand it almost in its entirety. Familiarising with the language
was essential in understanding rurality and rural practices in Castelsaraceno due to certain
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things not being known by study participants in the Italian language. Overall, linguistic
difficulties led to answers being unclear at times and requiring further consultation or reexplanation of the question.
All scheduled interviews ran between 25 and 70 minutes in length and were recorded with a
mobile phone. This was done only after having obtained consent from the study participants.

5.2.2 Participant observation
Participant observation was a key method in collecting data. This occurred in various ways,
the most recurrent consisting of time spent in bars. On a more occasional basis I would spend
time in a retired shepherd’s garage, where, despite not owning a herd, he still engages in the
art of making traditional farmers’ sticks. On other occasions I would go for long walks in the
mountains with local youths and old hunters, which was essential in understanding how people
relate to the landscape, based both on personal stories and their knowledge of the land. I was
lucky enough to spend a few days with one of the last remaining shepherds in Castelsaraceno,
observing every moment of a typical ‘day in the life’, from grazing to milking and cheesemaking. Participant observation also consisted in partaking in community events such as
bonfires and Easter celebrations.

5.2.3 Visual data collection
Photography and film were employed in this study as a mean of compounding data collected
through interviews. Film has not been included in this document but is available in the
PowerPoint presentation created for this study. The ultimate intent of collecting this visual
material is to produce a short documentary. On the other hand, photographs are included in
this document and presented as part of the findings of the study. This has been done to visually
document land abandonment in Castelsaraceno, to illustrate the landscape that people relate
themselves with, and to ultimately give the reader the opportunity to immerse themselves more
in the topic of interest. Both film and photographic material were obtained with a camera and
stored on a laptop. These materials are not only destined for the purpose of this project but
have been shared with the subjects of the photographs and the municipality of
Castelsaraceno. As was done prior to the interviews, study participants were asked for
consent before collecting visual material.

5.3 Data Analysis
5.3.1 Interview transcription
Data transcription started as soon as the interview was concluded, allowing to process and
improve the interview guides prepared prior to arrival in Castelsaraceno. All interviews were
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transcribed manually, as attempts to use intelligent verbatim software were proven to be futile.
This occurred mainly due to particularity of the dialect spoken in Castelsaraceno.

5.3.2 Interview coding
Once all interviews had been completed and transcribed, the coding process took place. This
occurred in different manners based on the nature of the topic. Three main categories were
identified: ‘traditional agricultural practices’, ‘landscape identity’ and ‘causes of land
abandonment and future outlooks’. The following codes were assigned to the ‘traditional
agricultural practices’ theme: ‘A Curtaglia (manuring technique3), Fallows, Crop rotations,
Forests, Water, ‘Brambles and Brooms’/Field maintenance. Clear codes were also identified
with regard to causes of land abandonment and future outlooks: Generational renewal, family
structure and roles, economic feasibility. On the other hand, specific codes were not assigned
to the ‘landscape identity’ category. This was done due to the potential oversimplification in
the phase of presentation of results and due to many remarks and ideas not being ascribable
to a singular topic.

3

No literal translation available in English.
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6. Findings
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The following section will present the findings of the study. This will firstly consist in outlining
perceptions of the causes and drivers of land abandonment. Although the latter are not topics
which are directly addressed by the established research questions, they serve a purpose in
setting the scene, understanding the foundations upon which landscape identity has
developed and gaining a deeper understanding of how the agricultural landscape of
Castelsaraceno has changed over time. Indeed, this first part of findings will be followed by a
section focussing on how people relate to the landscape on both an individual and collective
level, as well as from both a material and value-based point of view. Here, I aim to set the
basis for answering SRQ1. A final section will examine how shepherds’ roles in managing the
landscape have changed over time, thus addressing SRQ2. This will consist in presenting
agricultural practices, not much from a technical point of view but rather from the angle of the
societal fabric in which they are embedded.
Throughout this chapter, findings will be presented through citations and nicknames will be
used reference the interviewees whose words I will be reporting. These are the nicknames
that are used daily in Castelsaraceno and will be useful in maintaining anonymity. One retired
shepherd will be referred to as “Shepherd 1” due to the absence of a nickname.

6.1 Land abandonment: economic and social changes in Castelsaraceno
The body of knowledge presented in this first section is based upon shepherds’ and exshepherds’ remarks on how and why pastoralism declined and the land abandonment trend
in Castelsaraceno increased. In presenting these findings, I identify three main themes: (1)
generational renewal, (2) family structure and roles, and (3) economic burdens. Because these
topics are greatly intertwined and overlapping, I aim to present them as a flowing story, with
the intent of giving a preliminary idea of what pastoralism, land and rurality mean and once
meant for the people of Castelsaraceno.
I wish to kick off this section by discussing how the public image of shepherds has changed
over time, and to do so through the words of ‘Bufaleddu’.
“Shepherds were once admired in Castelsaraceno…shepherds brought money, they gave
life to the town, also with the construction of houses! When the shepherds came back from
the ‘marine’ of Ferrandina, Craco and Pisticci, rich people who invested in the town came
back. The shepherds built their houses, they gave life to the town…and afterwards there was
sort of a degradation of the figure of the shepherd…I’ve asked myself why this happened many
times” (Bufaleddu)
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A shepherd turned baker, Bufaleddu describes how shepherds transitioned from being seen
both as wealthy and positive figures in the community to being degraded. In a following part
of the interview he picks up on this theme again, carrying on to describe how younger
generations whose parents were owners of livestock would often be marginalized for being
the sons and daughters of shepherds and, as such, boorish and ill-mannered. Today,
however, pastoralism is often spoken about with a note of melancholy and nostalgia and
accompanied by the fateful notion of when there were once 70000 to 80000 heads of livestock
in Castelsaraceno during the summer months. Indeed, there seems to be a sense of reacknowledgement of the figure of shepherd, which is emblematically represented by
shepherds, as quoted by Bufaleddu and several other respondents, as bringers of wealth and
builders of infrastructure. In this sense, the contemporary public opinion of shepherds is one
that transcends the agricultural sphere, elevating their public image to that of investors and
founders of Castelsaraceno. Reiterating this role, ‘Mafietta’, who now rears cows in a nearby
town, draws an even deeper connection between pastoralism and the very existence of
Castelsaraceno. In his words, the construction of housing by shepherds seems to go beyond
the economic benefits referenced by Bufaleddu, rather representing the foundational step of
Castelsaraceno’s very essence, tradition and culture.
“The depopulation of these towns is due to the disappearance of pastoralism, because
they’re towns which are founded upon pastoralism. The first houses here were built by
shepherds!” (Mafietta)
The words of ‘O Massaro, who now works as a truck driver, echo those of Mafietta as he
explains, in a longer dialogue, that the way the land used to be managed and used by the
people of Castelsaraceno ceased to be when the shepherd tradition faded.
“Everything is more or less over now that pastoralism is over” (‘O Massaro)
Indeed, the disappearance of pastoralism is widely viewed as strictly related to land
abandonment, to the extent that the two terms are sometimes used interchangeably. As
mentioned at the start of this section, the causes of land abandonment and the disappearance
of pastoralism in Castelsaraceno are widely attributed to failed generational renewal, the
collapse of the traditional family structure and an unfavourable economy. ‘Baffone’, who
worked as a shepherd his entire life and is now retired, offers his personal family story as an
example of what he thinks occurred on a larger scale throughout the community.
“The sheep reached their end because young people didn’t want to be with them anymore
- as shepherds became older, the younger generations pulled out. My father had six children:
three women and three men. We were all with those damn sheep!” …” So, once upon a time,
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if the father stopped (working), the son stayed on. Nowadays, if the father pulls out, so does
the son. Everyone used to know how to work in the countryside. Now even if a thirty-year-old
needs to milk a sheep he’s not capable of doing it!” (Baffone)
Whilst Baffone’s remarks certainly provide a logical connection between generational renewal
and the collapse of the traditional family structure, they also add detail to how the shepherd
tradition was continued. The father-to-son handing over of the profession is emblematic of a
traditional patriarchal system that has also greatly come to pass. Pastoralism is, in fact,
perceived to be only have been possible through the full engagement of the entire family and
the assignment of specific roles. ‘’U Scere’ and her husband ‘Ventaglio’, a couple who
dedicated their lives to sheep herding and are now retired, describe these dynamics whilst
emphasizing the hardship of their work.
“Nowadays nobody wants to do this job, my son! You needed husband and wife! We did
it, but we (women) used to sell ricotta and cheese, women used to go everywhere! And then
nothing… neither men nor women (wanted to do it), now they (young people) just want to eat
everything, lamb, meat and cheese… And now it’s over (pastoralism) because they don’t want
to do it, because they don’t want to do anything…” (‘U Scere)

Women were, indeed, tasked with selling the family produce and distributing it door by door
every day, often walking great distances to do so. In a rather picturesque remark, Mileo recalls
his wife knitting socks and balancing a basket of cheese and ricotta over her head while
walking to a nearby town to sell their products. The idea of the necessity to rely upon the
nuclear family, however, is not a die-hard concept. ‘Mino’, one of the last two active shepherds
in Castelsaraceno, simply describes how the absence of family members who to rely upon
has influenced his work life.
“I never did transhumance because I never got married…” (Mino)
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Figure 6: Mino and his father preparing fresh cheese and ricotta. (Personal archive)

As can be drawn from the words of ‘U Scere and Baffone, there appears to be some
condescension towards the ways and life ambitions of the younger generations of
Castelsaraceno. This sentiment, which is echoed by several other retired shepherds, can also
be interpreted as a sense of pride of the hardships endured by them. However, there is also
another side to the story, in which the very adversities encountered throughout their lives as
shepherds acted as a reason to push their children to look beyond Castelsaraceno. ‘U Scere’s
husband Ventaglio describes how he encouraged their children to move on and have a better
life.
“…nobody wanted to do that job anymore. I told my children: look, I don’t want to see you
having this ugly life that I did, this transhumance, this pastoralism, I don’t want to see you do
it, go to school. And I really did send them to school! “…it was a hard thing to be transhumant”
(Ventaglio)
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Compounding the vision of the elderly and acting as somewhat of a spokesperson for the
younger generations, Mafietta provides a brief but direct description of how the hardships of
the shepherds’ lifestyle have affected generational renewal.
“(You want to know) how the abandonment of a job happens from the side of a son? It
happens that you, as a 15/20-year-old, are not going to go and milk a cow under the sun and
in the middle of manure. This is why you have land abandonment!” (Mafietta)
Several interviewees reference the almost religious commitment that was required in sheep
herding, a job which allowed for very little time off and consistently exposed shepherds to the
elements. The abandonment of shepherding, however, is not exclusively ascribed to physical
and psychological struggles and the unwillingness to work a job which is perceived as
backward and life-degrading. To the contrary, market changes and the bar-raising on
production standards also considerably discouraged shepherds to continue their work.
“…there is no market nowadays. How can you sell a lamb for €3/kg?! What can you
buy (with that money)?!...I have sort of a passion, a stupid passion that worked me to death
without being profitable. If I had had to base my income on animals, I wouldn’t even have been
able to buy myself salt!” (Shepherd 1)
“Do you know why I got fed up? If we sold our lamb at €6/kg in 94’/95’/96’ and then
€3/kg in 2002, at that point I could no longer keep the activity (running). In 2004 I sold my
animals…in 2002 I sold my lamb for €2.50/kg! With the money I needed to feed the lambs and
the sheep, we were left with nothing. How was I supposed to buy myself shoes? These were
the reasons for which I stopped, I earned €10 a day and I was working 365 days a year. Things
no longer added up …” (O’ Farzana)
The accounts of Shepherd 1 and ‘O Farzana are similar as they couple the intensity of their
work and the poor retribution of shepherding, which in their experience reached the extent of
denying them basic necessities. Moreover, both interviewees depict a clear contrast between
the economic hardships faced towards the end of their career and the passion that drove them
to continue until it was no longer economically feasible. Indeed, ceasing their activity was not
a willful choice. The driving force which they describe as ‘passion’ is expressed in different
ways, with hints of anger by Shepherd 1 and desperation and nostalgia on O’ Farzana’s part.
The importance of highlighting emotions is essential in understanding how pastoralism was
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and, to an extent, still is a very important part of both their individual and collective identities.
As one of the last two flag-bearers of the pastoralist tradition, ‘Iuiu’ provides a similar contrast
between passion and what he perceives as the ultimate fate of pastoralism in Castelsaraceno.
“(I continue herding sheep) because of passion, if not to get by a little bit. This job isn’t
feasible anymore because there are too many requirements. Production is not like it used to
be and there are no more sales. We can’t buy what we need to feed the animals because it’s
too expensive.” (Iuiu)

Figure 7: Iuiu grazes his horses in Pian dei Campi. A snowy Mount Alpi towers in the background.
(Personal archive)

6.2 Tracing landscape identities
In the following section of findings, I aim to provide an idea of how the people of
Castelsaraceno relate themselves to the landscape and pastoralism, and how the latter are
foundational of both their individual and collective identities. In doing so, I will firstly examine
how the feeling of ‘I’, embodied as a sentiment of self-esteem, continuity, distinctiveness, and
self-efficacy, is materialised in relation to the landscape and shepherding. Tracing
individualities in relation to the landscape will serve to identify how the ‘cultural’ or ‘social’
spheres of landscape identity play out within the social fabric of Castelsaraceno. Whilst
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personal and collective elements of identity will be presented separately and following a
deductive logical order, it should be noted that because the two are co-constitutive of one
another, they may tend to overlap.
“… sheep are in my blood!” (‘O Massaro)
As described by Mafietta in the previous section, pastoralism is the lifeline of Castelsaraceno,
which is destined to witness continuing depopulation in its absence. In this sense, pastoralism
is an innate characteristic of Castelsaraceno. This is a feeling or idea which transcends the
association with the non-human entity of the town, being viewed rather as something ingrained
in the very DNA of the inhabitants of the town. ‘O Massaro gives a clear example of this when
talking about how he is part of a long family line of shepherds and figuratively explaining that
sheep run through his veins. Pardea, a shepherd turned lumberjack, gives a similar account
as he describes the feeling of having to interrupt this natural call to herding. Furthermore,
pastoralism goes beyond providing a sense of belonging and identity in terms of family
heritage, but it is also a source of identity for shepherds outside of Castelsaraceno. This may
be interpreted as a sense of distinctiveness, or in the context of abandonment of pastoralism
and the land itself, as reminiscence of a sense of self which has weakened.
“Well…it wasn’t nice (to abandon herding). Because it’s a job that we grew up with, we
grew up with animals, we have it in our blood! But if you can’t keep doing it you can’t keep
doing it” …” “When I travel by car, when I’m going somewhere and I see a herd of sheep I
always have to stop… it’s this, you know? It’s in our blood!” (Pardea)

In some cases, the inability to answer this natural call to shepherding is viewed as a failure to
meet one’s ancestral duties. ‘O Farzana, who also switched to lumberjacking, portrays this
metaphorically through the wheel of generational renewal which he was forced to interrupt.
He carries on to explain how a feeling of alienation and abandonment from himself and the
community ensued. Through the lens of Breakwell’s’ identity principles (1993), his experience
may be interpreted as a loss of self-efficacy, or of a component of his own identity which
previously granted him satisfaction and self-fulfillment.
“…there have been seven generations of shepherds (in my family). The wheel turned and
turned until I stopped it, and now it doesn’t turn anymore. The first days and the first month I
didn’t feel good because I was used to being with animals, I felt lost, abandoned by everyone.
Then I gradually changed jobs and I was with other people.” … “…from the moment that I sold
my animals I never looked back, because (if I do) I’ll feel worse and worse. So, I settled things
once and for all. Not because I don’t like it (shepherding), but because if I go back, I will like it
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and then I will feel bad. For me (shepherding) doesn’t exist anymore” …” if I had to do it, I
would do it happily, but I would be back to square one, I would feel bad again, it’s better not
to have do anything to do with it (anymore). When you start again you find satisfaction, you
like it.” (‘O Farzana)
Whilst ‘O Farzana stresses the fact that he can never go back to his life as a shepherd due to
both his age and the decision to eliminate pastoralism from his life for his own mental
wellbeing, Iuiu finds fulfilment in carrying on the pastoralism tradition as an accomplishment
of his ancestral duties as well as a gift to the town of Castelsaraceno. Fatefully, he goes on to
acknowledge that the tradition that he and Mino are continuing will end with them.
“Inside of me I think that at least there is still another shepherd left, just to maintain the
tradition of our ancestors. This is how I try to give something to Castelsaraceno. With me and
Mino, the pastoralist tradition ends” (Iuiu)
Emotional attachment to pastoralism and Castelsaraceno go hand in hand. ‘O Massaro takes
a step further in expressing this bond, citing ancestral tradition as well as elements in the
landscape and the role of the land as the source of everything. Importantly, he also expresses
a sentiment of distinctiveness which he draws from the gastronomical tradition and the
environmental features of Castelsaraceno. In his opinion, these are unique and hard to find
elsewhere.
“I’m attached to Castelsaraceno for many reasons, for nature, for the mountains, the
clean air, for the traditions that have been handed down to us, for the food. These are
increasingly missing nowadays, also because the land has all been abandoned, because
everything comes from the land, anything comes from the land! If we’ve gotten to this point it’s
because we abandoned the land. In spite of difficulties nowadays we can maybe still raise a
pig in a natural manner, and it’s not easy to find it in other places or to be able to do this in
other places…maybe to make yourself homemade prosciutto, cured meats and cheeses. All
of this connects me to this little community despite the difficulties. Not having (public) services
is an inconvenience, but nevertheless I stayed here because I like my town as I think everyone
like their origins. I think that under this point of view and in comparison to many other places…
the air that we breathe means a lot…it’s everything…the clean water we have…we don’t have
industry, we don’t have pollution.” (O’ Massaro)
The causal relationship which ‘O Massaro establishes between land and culture expresses a
strong attachment of the community to the natural elements of Castelsaraceno. Along the
same lines, Pardea expresses his love for the mountains, pure air and the sense of calmness
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that he obtains from it. The natural environment of Castelsaraceno is also a place for hobbies
such as mushroom picking and firewood gathering, which despite not concerning the rearing
of animals, are a source of personal enjoyment and fulfillment
“(we are connected) very much (to Castelsaraceno) because we were born here, this
is our town. (We are connected) also to the countryside, I have this hobby of mushroom
picking. When it rains and I can’t go to work and I have to stay home, for me it’s a pain because
I have a need to move around. You can’t easily forget the town where you were born. I’m very
attracted by my town. I want to breathe clean air, I go to the mountains and in the mountains
you won’t find a soul, all is calm and who’s going to bother you? I don’t hear the sound of cars,
nothing, it’s a huge calmness. I have a white Land Rover, so I go mushroom picking and
firewood gathering, those are my hobbies.” (Pardea)
Mount Raparo, which for centuries has been designated as grazing land and a fundamental
place for shepherds, is important for many of the respondents of this study. For some, Raparo
goes beyond providing sensorial pleasures of pure air and silence, but it also truly serves as
a place for identity building. ‘O Farzana describes a feeling of control and almost of awareness
of his place in the world when being on Mount Raparo.
“The most beautiful place is Mount Raparo, you can breathe clean air, and I remember
that when I was child I could see everything from the mountain. From the highest peak you
could see everything, you had everything under control. Mount Raparo is convenient” (‘O
Farzana)
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Figure 8: View of Raparo from the Armizzone pass (above) and from the top of Mount Raparo
(below). (Personal archive)
However, land abandonment appears to have compromised some of these elements. Both
Mafietta and Shepherd 1 describe how the absence of grazing in the area has reduced
accessibility to the countryside. Compounding Pardea’s remarks on mushroom picking,
Mafietta explains how the paths which were once cleared by shepherds and were used by
people for mushroom picking are now closed. Shepherd 1 gives a similar account concerning
the presence of brambles and thorns and how they make firewood gathering or simply having
a walk in the countryside more difficult.
“There is an ugly aspect. Because of the abandonment of fields, of agriculture and
ovine-caprine zootechnics, you find that the paths for mushroom picking are shut. Once upon
a time, shepherds passed and goats browsed the paths” (Mafietta)
“If you need to go for a walk you can’t see anything, you can’t pass, how can you?"…
“If you need to go to gather firewood and there are those brambles how can you go? You
can’t!” (Shepherd 1)
As mentioned earlier, landscape identity does not only concern the individual sphere but, to
contrary, also significantly regards ‘the collective’. In this sense, remarks on identity in relation
to the landscape and pastoralism can be considered to be dual, being split between the more
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solitary experience of nature which is presented above, and the longing for a now extinct
collective sharing of the environment. Although many participants of the study cite benefits in
experiencing nature individually, such as silence, calmness and quality air, the absence of a
collective experience of the landscape is widely spoken about in a nostalgic tone. As can be
read in the words of Canaglione and ‘O Massaro, the countryside was a place for congregation
and social exchange.
“(In the countryside) you were with other people, you had conversations with other
people, everyone was close, you helped each other. It was sort of a barter; you would help
each other - also between shepherds and farmers! There was more harmony. As a child I lived
the landscape more, throughout the relationship with my grandparents, you felt more involved
when you were in the countryside. It gave you something more, compared to now. I had this
sensation of feeling accomplished, I was engrossed by being in and going to the countryside,
going to a friend, helping people. Once upon a time if you moved around (Castelsaraceno),
you would find more people in the countryside than in the town. There were hundreds of people
in Iummicceddu.” (Canaglione)
“When I see the countryside, I remember that when I was a child people would help
each other, between relatives, grandparents, there was a lot of humanity – I remember that
we harvested wheat by hand and it was like a party! Even those moments were like a party, a
lot of people would get together, there was life everywhere in the countryside. These are
moments that I would never erase from my memory because they were beautiful things. It
really was like a party despite the effort (of the work), but there was a lot of cooperation from
everyone, there was a lot of help from the family, from friends, it was sort of like a barter…”
(‘O Massaro)
Picking up on the idea of pastoralism as a source of identity outside of Castelsaraceno,
Baffone recalls the joy and comedy of being with other shepherds when moving to the ‘marine’
for the winter.
“…when you were doing the transhumance, you met 4 or 5 other shepherds on the
road…aaahh what a comedy my son…what a story” (Baffone)
Indeed, transhumance was also a driver of collective identity outside of Castelsaraceno, as
most people would leave for the ‘marine’ together and spend most of the season together.
Furthermore, the greater presence of people throughout the landscape was also a mean of
obtaining social security. On multiple accounts, the disappearance of a sense of social security
deriving from a less populated landscape was expressed through a sentiment of fear.
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“I’m scared of being in the countryside because you won’t find anyone, everything is
abandoned. Once upon a time the countryside was inhabited, in the sense that everyone used
to go to the countryside and come back home in the evening. You would exchange a few
words, now you can’t talk to anyone anymore” (‘O tabacchino)
“Your heart cries…remembering how it was when I was a child and seeing all this
abandonment. Your heart cries. I experienced the countryside when it was full, full of people.
Just think that there were 500 people that walked from Castelsaraceno to Iummicceddu every
day, you weren’t even scared in the night because there were people… (Bufaleddu)
Importantly, a feeling of security was derived not only from the presence of people on the
agricultural landscape but by their movement towards it on specific landmarks such as roads.
The road that leads from Castelsaraceno to Iummicceddu, a locality described by many as the
‘granary’ of Castelsaraceno, was a route used daily by people who worked in the countryside.
In another interview, Ventaglio describes a sensation of fear when describing the overgrowth
of brambles.

Figure 9: Abandoned car and old fencing overgrown with brambles. Locality of Iummicceddu.
(Personal archive)
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“There were people, the countryside was populated. I go mushroom picking now
because I have a passion for mushrooms. You get scared, because of wild boars, this and
that. (You’re) Alone! You won’t find people, you won’t find anyone, rest assured that there
aren’t any people! The countryside was like a cooperative, I found you, I found another
shepherd… and so you would exchange a word each… and now who will you find? If you feel
ill when you’re in the countryside, you need time to call, time for them to come find you,
because they also need to know where to come, you need a competent person because not
everyone knows where places are…” (Pardea)
The absence of people and social security in Castelsaraceno also comes down to a matter of
knowledge. Indeed, the lack of people working and shaping the landscape also translates into
a lack of knowledge of certain landmarks and their utility.

6.3 (Re)constructing traditional cultural landscapes in Castelsaraceno
Now that the topic of land abandonment in Castelsaraceno has been introduced and an
understanding of the existential relationship between people and the land has been
established, the following section will dig deeper into how the agricultural landscape in
Castelsaraceno is and was organised and managed. In doing so, I will be piecing together the
technicalities of agricultural practices with social dynamics. In this sense, traditional land
management practices will not be presented purely for a descriptive purpose, but to highlight
that the practices are deeply rooted in a network of complex interactions between different
social groups and uses. Therefore, this section of findings aims to highlight how the role of
shepherds has changed over time and how they were embedded within the more complex
rural context of Castelsaraceno.

6.3.1 Shepherding and farming in symbiosis: the example of wheat.
A significant factor to take into account when reconstructing how the agricultural landscape of
Castelsaraceno functioned is the role of shepherds not only as livestock owners but also as
crop farmers. Indeed, most shepherds owned or rented parcels of land that would be used to
grow both fodder for animals and food for their families.
“Once upon a time shepherds were busy in cultivating land, fodder and also food for
themselves” (Iuiu)
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“The shepherd would go to countryside with the animals. It was common to also grow a bit
of wheat and oats on pastureland. A good 80% of shepherds used to do this kind of job. There
was a rotation, one year they would plant wheat for example…” (Canaglione)
Iuiu and Canaglione stress how cropping was an integral part of the shepherd’s life and a
matter of self-sufficiency. Wheat was particularly important, being not only the predominant
food crop produced in Castelsaraceno and of great economic value, but also of cultural
significance. Indeed, there were many different varieties of wheat and a considerable amount
of knowledge on their specific uses and growth requirements. Throughout the interviews
conducted in this study, respondents identified six different varieties of wheat4. Bufaleddu
references one particular variety known as Senatore Cappelli, which yielded high quality
products.
“My grandmother always used to tell me that this variety of wheat has disappeared in
Castelsaraceno: the Senatore Cappelli. It was a fabulous variety, a variety of hard wheat. They
used to do everything with Senatore Cappelli, it was a unique variety!” (Bufaleddu)
Using its dialect name ‘U Cappello’, ‘O Massaro also refers to this variety as high-quality and
as something that has been cultivated in Castelsaraceno for a very long time.
“There was a type of high-quality wheat here called ‘U Cappello, a type of durum
wheat, then there was the soft wheat, called ‘A Ianguledda in dialect, and they were types of
wheat that the ancients had also experimented with, if on this type of land this kind of seed
worked well.” (‘O Massaro)
Baffone provides a further demonstration of the importance of wheat and the dedication with
which the people of Castelsaraceno have experimented with different varieties on different
parcels of land. Baffone, who is now elderly and started shepherding when he was a child,
recalls different varieties of wheat and the knowledge required to know which variety was best
adapted to what parcel of land.
“When it was sowing season, you would plant a certain variety of wheat. This (parcel
of) land needs ‘U cappello? Then you plant ‘U cappello! If the land was good you could plant
any kind of wheat. If the land was poor you couldn’t plant ‘U Cappello. And you would change
types of wheat accordingly, for example instead of ‘A Ianguledda you would plant the Rossia

4

Wheat varieties: ‘U Cappello (Senatore Cappelli), ‘A Ianguledda (Biancolella o bianchella), Rossia, ‘A
Saragodda (Saragolla), Carusedda (Carosella), Graneddo
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variety. Bread was better with ‘A Ianguledda, it was harder with Rossia. With ‘U Cappello it
was even harder, but the bread was the best!” (Baffone)

Figure 10: Wild horses and the remains of an ‘Ariya’ in Iummicceddu. (Personal archive). Ariyas
were circular stone structures used to grind wheat. Typically, they were located in areas exposed
to the wind in order to separate the seed from the chaff of the wheat more easily. (Personal
archive)

6.3.2 Crop rotations: livestock, fodder, and wheat
The topic of wheat production in Castelsaraceno is emblematic because it illustrates how
shepherds were also active in cropping, as well as the importance that this activity had in their
lives. However, wheat production was not simply a matter of self-sufficiency. To the contrary,
it was part of a much more complex organisation of farming in which both animals and crops
had a place and a function. Crops and livestock would, indeed, often share the same parcel
of land in rotation.
“Once upon a time we would plant (crops) on the land as well as keep animals. And
the land was sown for one year, and not (sown) the following. And you would sow in rotation.
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You would plant potatoes, wheat, ‘A ianguledda, la Saragodda, ‘O graneddo, all these durum
wheat varieties, whilst ‘A ianguledda and Carusedda were soft wheats. The piece of land that
we sowed one year, was left to rest the next year and the other was sowed in rotation, in order
for the wheat and the land itself to become stronger. Because if you keep sowing the land it
gets tired, it won’t produce…” (Ventaglio)
As described by Ventaglio, rotations of various food crops and fallows were established on
the land in order to maintain the productivity of the land. However, livestock rearing had an
even more influential role in how the land and sowing seasons were managed. This occurred
not only through direct grazing on land that was left to rest after being harvested, but also
through the cultivation of fodder, such as oats, barley and alfalfa.
“When wheat was sown, it wasn’t sown all year on the same land. One year you would
plant wheat and the following you would plant wheat on another piece of land, and it would be
grazed on by sheep. If one year you planted wheat, the next you would plant oats and barley”
(Baffone)
Whilst Baffone gives examples of fodder grown specifically for his livestock, sowing was not
always the case. Indeed, it was not always required, as land that had been previously
harvested for wheat would yield quality grasses that did not require planting. ‘O Massaro
explains this partly due to wheat residues being left on the ground and maintaining soil quality.
“Fodder was also partly sown on the land… if one year you had wheat and crop
residues, the grasses were good even without them being sown! Because these grasses were
from a land that had been previously sown, not 10 years before but the previous year. It was
good grass for making hay, because it was from a land that had been cultivated.” (‘O Massaro)
The absence of these practices related to both cropping and livestock rearing have had
negative consequences in the eyes of ‘O Tabacchino, who shifted from sheep to cattle
herding, sees a decline in the quality of grasses, attributing its decline to the disappearance
of the agricultural practices that used to be practiced in Castelsaraceno.
“The quality of grass has gotten worse, it has become wilder. Once upon a time there
was cultivated land, there were crop rotations, now only useless grasses grow"…”Once upon
a time the majority of land was cultivated, and then when the land freed up because it was
harvested, it all became pastureland. There was sort of a rotation, one year you would sow
one parcel and the next you would sow another” (‘O Tabacchino)
Lastly, the management of land was further influenced by livestock when they were birthing.
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“In autumn, for example, when sheep started giving birth, I would reserve a small
parcel of land so they could eat better grasses” (Mileo)

Figure 11: Mino’s sheep graze in Pian dei Campi. (Personal archive).

6.3.3 'A curtaglia
Cropping itself depended on the presence of livestock on the land. The clearest example of
this is the practice of ‘A Curtaglia. Known as ‘stabbiatura’ in Italian, ‘A curtaglia is a practice
which consists of enclosing a herd of sheep onto a parcel of land in order to manure it. This
practice has been widely documented in the South of Italy and would be repeated for a series
of nights until the entirety of the targeted parcel of land had been covered. As Capucceddu
states,
“And then you would make the ‘curtaglia’, ‘A curtaglia’ are…if you wanted to enrich the
land with manure. You couldn’t take manure with horses or with a tractor. There was a net, a
net made of twine, that’s what it was made of. You would make an enclosure with twine and
wooden poles and you would stay 2 or 3 nights in one place. Then you would move to the
next: another enclosure always with the same net, until you had covered the whole parcel of
land, whether it was 2 hectares or 3. And then you would sow the wheat for the following year”
(Baffone)
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Cappucceddu stresses the relevance that this had in the production of wheat above everything
else.
“Making ‘A Curtaglia consisted of setting up a net. This was the reason for making ‘A
Curtaglia’: for the wheat to be better! They said that it was the sheeps’ urine. You would do ‘A
Curtaglia’ when the weather was good, because you would have to spend the night under the
stars” (Cappucceddu)

Figure 12: Mino’s sheep waiting to be milked. (Personal archive)

6.3.4 Forest, shrubland and pasture management
The conception of forests and shrubland in Castelsaraceno has changed considerably.
Forests had far from the wild and untamed connotation that the people of Castelsaraceno
attribute to it today. This change of view not only concerns the utility of the environment but
for many, such as Baffone, comes down to a matter of aesthetics.
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“It (the change of the landscape) doesn’t make me feel well, because once upon a time
they were the pastures were all nice and clean, now they’re all forests, it’s all ugly.” (Baffone)

Forests were an important part of the landscape as they provided for both livestock and
people. More importantly, in the shepherding context of Castelsaraceno, forests were viewed
as an integrating part of pastureland rather than a separate element of the landscape. Pardea
and Massaro Milano refer to this view and role of forests, explaining that pasture and forest
were sequential and that human control over forests was such that their extension was
considerably reduced.
“Well, forests were included as part of pastureland: if there was something for animals
to eat, we would take them there… the forests of back then were small because they were
kept clean” (Pardea)
“In Castelsaraceno there used to be a clear part of pasture and then a part of forest.
The sheep used to cross one clear part, go into a forested one and then into another clear
one. It’s not like we used to take them there (purposely), it was all part of the pasture!”
(Massaro Milano)

In other interviews, respondents mentioned how the grasses of the forest undergrowth are not
as good as those of pastures. However, they stress the presence of wild fruits such as plums,
chestnuts and acorns, which enriched animal nutrition as well as that of the shepherds and
farmers themselves. Mino describes how he, like his ancestors before him, still takes his sheep
to the forest because of the variety of grasses, which despite not being as good as the ones
from the pasture, are still valuable in the overall diet of his herd.
“I take the sheep to the forest so they can eat acorns. There are also other grasses in
the forest: ivy, the ‘faloppa’, the coputedda, a variety of tufts of grass. The forest grasses are
more sour but they’re part of the whole. I go to the Turkey Oak Forest but also to other places.”
(Mino)
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Figure 13: Mino grazes his sheep in the forest. (Personal archive)
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6.3.5 'The thieves': Brambles and Brooms
Whilst talking about the role of forests and how the latter were contained in balance with other
activities that were being carried out on the land, ‘O Massaro explains that the overgrowth and
encroachment of shrubs such as brooms and brambles are what have changed the landscape
the most from a point of view of accessibility. More importantly, he stresses how the presence
of shepherds, and people more in general living in the countryside, limited the growth of shrubs
and trees.
"We’re talking about trees or shrubs that were removed because they damaged the
pastures. The brooms were limited once because it was the very brooms and brambles that
made the land impenetrable. They were cut and we didn’t allow them to grow in the land.
Everything was tied to pastoralism. The forests were delimited, they existed where they were
allowed to. Chestnut trees were cleared with the collection of chestnuts, which were used also
to feed the animals.” (‘O Massaro)
Baffone elaborates on the remarks of ‘O Massaro, explaining that both the presence of animals
and the working of land contributed to limiting shrub growth and keeping lands clear of
unwanted vegetation. Notably, he describes the change between then and now by talking
about a loss of value in the land due to the overgrowth of brambles.
“…the lands used to be cultivated, so there weren’t any brambles. And then there were
many animals, they didn’t even the let the smallest bramble grow. They (the sheep) always
cleared (the land) “… but now all the land has been abandoned, and all the land developed
brambles…there weren’t any (brambles) once upon a time, then the land was abandoned and
any kind of bramble was born from it, all types. And they’re no good in the land, they’re not
good because the land isn’t worth anything anymore, it has no value.” (Baffone)
In the case of brambles and brooms respectively, sheep would indeed eat the red berries and
white flowers from these shrubs and limit their growth. In other interviews, it emerged that a
greater shift to cow farming influenced the greater presence of shrubs on the land due their
different digestive tract which does not crush the berries. Iuiu echoes Baffone’s views on the
devaluing of land and, as an active shepherd, how he engages in the removal of certain types
of vegetation on a regular basis.
“Brooms didn’t exist at all once, the lands were cultivated and brooms removed in part
by shepherds and in part by farmers… When I have time I remove the brooms so they don’t
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overgrow, but I do it every two or three years. There’s a type of grass that the animals don’t
eat and if it overgrows it will end up that the animals won’t graze on this land anymore” (Iuiu)

The presence of brambles and brooms on the land and their relationship with humans have
also made their way into local folklore and storytelling. Notably, one story tells of how two
shepherds meet and one tells the other that there are ‘thieves’ on his land, referring to the
brambles and brooms. Brooms in particular, also play an important role in certain festivities,
such as San Giuseppe (Figure 14), during which the young people of Castelsaraceno go out
into the countryside to collect brooms. The latter are then piled up in the main square and
burned in honour of San Giuseppe. During this occasion, I felt like being on an archeological
site – as the brooms were gradually cut down and piled on trucks, old ‘Ariyas’ and stone walls
started to emerge from the vegetation.

Figure 14: Broom gathering in Pian dei Campi. (Personal archive)

The devaluation of the land can truly be associated with a phenomenon of rewilding of
Castelsaraceno and the loss of a human cultural landscape. In other interviews respondents
reiterate Baffone’s and Iuiu’s words, describing how even if there was the will to recuperate
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the land, productivity wouldn’t be the same both due to the lower quality of grasses and the
interference of wild animals. The latter was a recurring topic in all the interviews, wild boars
being a source of both anger and fear. In a heart-felt description of how the landscape has
changed over the years, Pardea and his wife ‘A Janara compound each other’s words.
“The landscape has changed from A to Z – once upon a time there was cultivated land,
now there’s only wild boars!” (Pardea)…” Boars and brambles!” (‘A Janara)

6.3.6 Water
As part of the agricultural landscape that once existed in Castelsaraceno, shepherds and
farmers were also dedicated to maintaining water bodies for their own consumption and that
of their livestock. This would typically consist in the maintenance of freshwater springs as well
as water troughs and field drainage systems. Canaglione describes how this occurred and
why it was important.
“They (the shepherds) needed water courses and so water was managed, they
channeled in the fields and for their livestock to drink. It was the shepherds that did this work,
they build wooden things to make the water flow, so that they could take it to another place. I
also did these things. The water would be channeled to take it into the fields. The water then
needed to go down to the river and taken out of the fields. This was done to protect also from
big floods. Water wasn’t left just like that. To day you can still see the furrows. This was also
needed for the pasture, for the quality of the pasture!” (Canaglione)

Whilst drainage canals on the land took the form of simple trenches, artificial waterways built
to conduct water from springs into drinking troughs were often made in stone, tiles and tree
bark. Iuiu describes this, also mentioning the role that shepherds had in maintaining these and
the state of the water fountain and house on Mount Raparo (Figure 15) now that shepherds
have greatly disappeared.
“(On top of the mountain) there was a drinking trough. That was maintained by the
shepherds who stayed during the summer. The little house (on the mountain) was built in 1978
with the trough and the shepherds used to clean it. Now that the shepherds are gone and
there’s nobody left, the house is ruined, the trough hasn’t been maintained and it’s broken.
Maintenance was done by hand, they would clean the containers. Water was channeled with
tiles and stones, and even before that with bark from trees, then they installed pipes” (Iuiu)
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Figure 15: Water trough and ruins of the old shepherds’ house at ‘A Mandra’ locality of Mount
Raparo. (Personal archive)
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The absence of shepherds and their maintenance of water sources is echoed by ‘O Farzana
and Mafietta, who respectively describe the greater function of agricultural furrows and the
absence of active freshwater springs.
“The absence of these provokes landslides and floods. These floods didn’t exist once
upon a time, water was divided in these canals and it was less powerful” (‘O Farzana)
“Pastoralism is finished and there’s not a single active water fountain left. The
shepherd looked after the water fountain: the spring, not the water fountain. With an ancient
kind of tile, they cleaned the spring that was needed for himself and the sheep.” (Mafietta)
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7. Discussion
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The following chapter aims to bring together the theoretical framing of the study with the
reported findings. This process will be guided by the sub-questions developed for this study,
starting off by addressing the topic of landscape identity and then proceeding to land
management practices and future perspectives for Castelsaraceno.

7.1 How has land abandonment shaped shepherds’ individual and collective landscape
identity in Castelsaraceno?
The decline of shepherding and the progressive abandonment of land in Castelsaraceno have
arguably resulted in an overall ‘loss of identity’ in relation to the landscape. Such loss may be
discussed through the lens of the landscape identity quadrants identified by Stobbelaar and
Pedroli (2011), where ‘the spatial’, ‘the cultural’, ‘the existential’ and ‘the personal’ intersect
(Figure 16).
The mutation of the environment of Castelsaraceno as a consequence of land abandonment
has manifested repercussions from the point of view of both individual and collective
landscape identities. The consistent rejection of the current landscape by respondents as
being aesthetically pleasing and valuable can be considered as an indicator of how they
increasingly no longer recognize their surroundings as their own. Whilst this certainly stems
from the fact that people are no longer actively and personally shaping the landscape through
their work, it may also be argued that such a sense of alienation also derives from the
disappearance of specific ‘landmarks’ such as paths and pastureland. The ongoing
encroachment of shrubs and forests due to land abandonment, and the degradation of
landmarks appear to inhibit peoples’ ability to experience the landscape outside of their work
life. The latter was particularly evident through difficulties reported in mushroom picking and
the collection of firewood. Therefore, the dissipation of a ‘spatial-personal’ sense of identity
may be traced, where the loss of a sense of self-efficacy and continuity are taking place.
In the light of the spatial-cultural dimension of landscape identity, it may be argued that
Castelsaraceno has experienced a shift in poles of social cohesion, where the preferred place
of convergence has moved from the countryside to the urban centre. Described as once
providing a sense of community, exchange and belonging, the countryside has now become
de-humanised and barren in the eyes of many respondents, where the overgrown remains of
cultural elements are a frequent reminder of a time which has come to pass. The character of
this past landscape was often referred to by respondents through feelings of sadness, anger
and grief. The rupture between past and present collective living environments has arguably
compromised not only inter-familiar relationships but also how daily life was shared within the
family nucleus. As a result, the loss of a sense of continuity and self-efficacy, may be identified.
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Here, the shift in spaces of social cohesion has denied both the stability and security deriving
from human interaction as well as a sense of accomplishment and joy deriving from collective
labour. A significant representation of this can be found in the sense of fear described by some
respondents when referring to being alone in the countryside, a sentiment deriving from the
absence of others and the overall decline of a collective living environment.
The transitioning from a landscape where the human element is pervasive to one where a
natural character is dominant has also been reflected in the local economy – a transition which,
however, is in sharp contrast with what shepherds identify with or regard as valuable. Indeed,
the recent shift towards the tourism industry in Castelsaraceno sees the promotion of a
‘natural’ and ‘wild’ environment to tourists. Such phenomena have also been documented in
other settings where land abandonment and the decline of shepherding have paved the way
for the tourism industry. Whilst examining the abandonment of oak pastures in Greece, Kizos
(2014) reports how old shepherds regard ungrazed and revegetated land as ‘alien’. As in the
case of Castelsaraceno, a contrast is also traced between the character of the landscape
which is valued by shepherds and the ‘wild’ and ‘rewilded’ natural environment which is sought
after by tourists and consequently publicised.
Despite the landscape representing less of a space for convergence and social cohesion
compared to the past, the countryside is still a place for the occasional manifestation of
traditions related to nature. We may take the examples of the celebrations of San Giuseppe
and ‘A Ndenna as representative. Whilst this certainly fuels a collective sense of identity which
can be related to the existential-cultural sphere, the latter is diminished by a loss of other
cultural assets linked to agricultural production. This was particularly reported to be the case
with cheeses, wines, cured meats and ancient varieties of wheat which gave a quality of bread
which was highly valued by most respondents. The ceased cultivation of these wheat varieties
may also be viewed as a loss of agricultural biodiversity. As homemade products, these also
gave a sense of distinctiveness to the people producing and consuming them as well as a
sense of self-esteem. Such a statement reflects the concerns voiced by Quaranta et al (2020)
surrounding the potential loss of cultural identity and local knowledge.
Lastly, a loss of identity on the personal-existential level may also be traced. This is
predominantly related to the loss of a sense of ‘I’ where shepherds being forced to interrupt
their activity lose the ability to continue the family tradition and experience a perceived failure
to fulfill their ancestral duties. Through the words of multiple respondents this may translate
into a loss of self-esteem where the landscape which once gave them an accomplished view
of themselves has disappeared. In some cases, this may also represent a loss of
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distinctiveness within the community itself where their role as shepherds granted them a
particular social status.

Loss of individuals’
ability to experience the
landscape due to the
disappearance of specific
landmarks such as paths favouring
access to the countryside. Physical
changes in the landscape have led
to a perceived loss of value overall.
Lack of recognition of
surroundings as ones’ own.
Loss of a sense of collective
identity driven by agricultural
abandonment and materialized
through the shift of the collective
living environment from the
countryside to the urban centre.
Loss of a sense of social security
due to the de-humanization
of the landscape.

Loss of a sense of ‘I’
articulated through (1) an
impossibility to answer one’s
ancestral duty and preserving
family tradition and knowledge,
and (2) through the loss of the
ability to accomplish oneself
through work in the countryside.

Loss of a sense of distinctiveness
and self-esteem embodied through the
loss of gastronomical elements linked
to past agricultural tradition and landuse. Sense of existential-cultural
identity still materialled through
local festivities celebrating
the relationship between
people and the
environment.

Figure 16: Landscape identity circle relating the spatial-existential and personal-cultural axes to
shepherds’ landscape identity in Castelsaraceno. (Adapted from Stobbelaar and Pedroli, 2011)

As landscapes are inherently dynamic, so is landscape identity. Dossche et al (2016) argue
that, similarly to land-use, landscape identity is also subject to tipping points. Importantly, the
authors argue that landscape identity shifts from one type to another and that the tipping point
is gradually trespassed. It may be argued that because land use and the spatial elements of
the landscape have gradually changed in Castelsaraceno due to land abandonment, reaching
a de facto tipping point (Quaranta and Salvia, 2014), spatial landscape identity has already
trespassed its tipping point. However, the tipping point of existential landscape identity has
arguably not been reached due to a strong nostalgic attachment to the landscape of the past,
which was predominantly expressed by respondents through the longing for the collective
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living environment which was shared in the countryside. Indeed, Dossche et al (2016) argue
that a requirement for reaching an existential identity tipping point, and thus a balance between
spatial and existential landscape identities, is the establishment of a new collective identity.
Whilst this study falls short of a landscape identity perspective of the wider population of
Castelsaraceno, insights into how younger generations and non-shepherds relate to the
landscape may help identify potential pathways as to how new collective identities may
develop in the future. Due to Castelsaraceno having shifted from a TCL to a seminatural
landscape where tourism represents a focal point, such pathways will arguably be influenced
by newly perceived landscape values of the ‘wild’ and the ‘natural’.

7.2 How have rural practices and shepherds’ roles in land management changed over
the last 30 years?
The landscape of Castelsaraceno is arguably one which has transitioned from a TCL to a
semi-natural landscape. This transformation has occurred through the abandonment of the
shepherding profession. However, it should be noted that whilst the rearing of livestock did
represent the primary source of income, the shepherding tradition was deeply embedded in a
more complex agro-pastoral system. Indeed, the documentation of traditional agricultural
practices in Castelsaraceno reveals how livestock rearing was reliant upon a system which
also featured the small-scale cultivation of wheat, fodder, and vegetables.
Therefore, the role of shepherds in land management pertained not only livestock rearing, but
also entailed crop production. The organisation of a system in which the two functioned in
symbiosis was materialised primarily through a rotation system which alternated pasture and
cultivated land. As well as managing their flocks, shepherds would also prepare the land for
sowing by ploughing and manuring. This was often conducted through animal traction. Sheep
represented a reliable source of manure for agricultural use, to the extent that the practice of
‘A curtaglia would be employed to systematically fertilise all arable land. The TCL indicators
of livestock grazing, crop rotation, animal traction and organic fertilisation proposed by Cullotta
and Barbera (2011) are well reflected here. Further consistency may be found with these
indicators when examining the role of shepherds from the point of view of infrastructure.
Indeed, shepherds were active in the construction and maintenance of agricultural
infrastructure, including dry-stone walls, ariyas, water drainage systems, and housing. It is
important to note how the role of shepherds was greatly reliant on the participation of the whole
family in rural life, as well as the functioning of a mutual help system present throughout the
community of Castelsaraceno. The disappearance of a collective living environment and the
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disappearance of traditional land management practices, therefore, go hand in hand. Based
on the correspondence of these characteristics with the framework of Cullotta and Barbera
(2011) and the material and non-material heritage features documented and discussed in the
previous section, it may be argued that the past landscape of Castelsaraceno represents a
multifunctional TCL.
Ultimately, the role of shepherds in the landscape of Castelsaraceno has become
progressively less pronounced. As generational renewal has failed in Castelsaraceno, the
number of active shepherds has declined to two people as of 2022. Whilst these two remaining
shepherds arguably represent cultural reference points for the rest of the community, the way
they engage with the landscape is significantly different from thirty years ago. Indeed, whilst
sheep are still extensively grazed throughout the landscape, shepherds are no longer
engaged in small-scale farming. Given these conditions, the variety of traditional agricultural
practices documented in this study are no longer carried out. Once again, it should be
recognised how the role of shepherds in shaping the landscape was greatly reliant on the full
engagement of the family and the wider community. Both Mino and Iuiu, the last shepherds of
Castelsaraceno, recognise how a lack of availability of labour hinders the breadth of their
activities. This is more clearly exemplified through the production of cheese. Whilst on one
hand Mino is still able to produce and sell cheese thanks to the help of his father, Iuiu lacks
this capacity and is reliant on the occasional availability of volunteers from the rest of the
community.

7.3 What prospects do shepherds have for the future of Castelsaraceno and how do
they view the role of traditional rural practices in future land management?
The past landscape of Castelsaraceno is viewed in a nostalgic way by many respondents and
as something which once upheld tradition, culture, and wellbeing. This nostalgic vision of the
landscape is accompanied by a sense of resignation towards the future, stemming from the
perceived impossibility that the complex social dynamics which the agro-pastoral system that
Castelsaraceno thrived upon can be revived. Similar accounts of lack of belief in positive future
change by shepherds are also documented by Dossche et al (2016), who argue that the
knowledge of the past landscape and shepherds’ attachment to it convey a sense of security,
and thus reluctance to hold a positive future outlook. Such sense of security is also reflective
of a tipping point for existential landscape identity which has not yet been reached. Whilst the
majority of interviewees would like to see Castelsaraceno return to its past form, many
recognise that it is not feasible due to unfavourable economic conditions and a lack of
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generational renewal. Indeed, landscapes of the past cannot be revived (Antrop, 2005).
However, certain elements and practices may find new purposes in a changed landscape.
Whilst not a common theme throughout this study, some participants did acknowledge that
some elements of the past landscape of Castelsaraceno and its land management practices
safeguarded the landscape, namely from landslides and flooding. Whilst the documented
effects of land abandonment on the latter are not linear, the claims made by shepherds in
Castelsaraceno seem to generally reflect the tendency of land to be prone to erosion and
flooding following land abandonment (Mantero et al, 2020, Zerbe, 2022).
Despite shepherds no longer having a significant role in the landscape and displaying an
attitude of resignation towards the future, it should be recognised that the land management
practices which characterised the past TCL of Castelsaraceno are the result of a long process
of adaptation of people to their environment. As such, these landscapes represent an
untapped body of wisdom and knowledge that may be instrumental in informing future land
planning, land restoration initiatives, and policy.

7.4 Limitations
The main limitation to this study was verbal communication. This was initially problematic in
interviews both for respondents and myself as I do not speak Casteddano. However, this was
swiftly dealt with as a couple of people from Castelsaraceno mediated between me and the
interviewees. This coping strategy was eventually proven to be productive, as terms for certain
agricultural practices and plant species would otherwise not have been documented. What I
mean by this is that if the situation had not been addressed by having people help me with the
interview, I would not have picked up on words in Casteddano which were highly relevant for
my research. Interestingly, the presence of a dialect which expresses words and idioms
representative of rural life is also included as an TCL indicator by Cullotta and Barbera (2011).
The most representative example of this is to be found in the practice of ‘A Curtaglia, which is
etymologically unrelated to the Italian language equivalent of ‘stabbiatura’ and the English
equivalent of which is non-existent.
Movement around Castelsaraceno and reaching locations of interest was also proven to be
limiting in the early stages of my stay in Castelsaraceno. Whilst this problem was greatly dealt
with by people volunteering to drive me, more frequent visits to locations and people would
have been beneficial to the solidity and consistency of this study.
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Lastly, literature on Castelsaraceno itself was very limited, being available mainly through the
literature database of the CASCADE project. To compensate for this, I organised
appointments with a couple of retired schoolteachers in Castelsaraceno who, in the past, have
written several documents about the history and customs of the town. Conceptually speaking,
this study encountered some difficulties in the operationalisation of the landscape identity
framework. As this concept takes personal elements and experiences into account, it
sometimes took longer for people to feel comfortable and to answer questions directly. As a
result, the tracing of landscape identity often occurred indirectly through follow up questions
to topics which were more objective and tangible (e.g., land management practices and future
perspectives).
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8. Conclusion
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The aim of the study was to understand how shepherds in Castelsaraceno perceive and
experience land abandonment, and what their attitude is towards the restoration of shepherds’
roles in land management. This study concludes that the tipping point identified in the land
use of Castelsaraceno at the beginning of the 2000s has been paralleled by a tipping point in
shepherds’ landscape identity. Articulated through a general ‘loss of identity’, changes in the
landscape due to land abandonment have left shepherds feeling less attached to their
environment, and longing for a landscape that has disappeared. Acknowledging the
fundamental shift of poles of social cohesion from the countryside to the urban centre of
Castelsaraceno is essential in understanding potential future pathways for land management.
Indeed, the collective living environment which developed throughout the landscape acted as
a precondition for the functioning of the traditional agricultural practices documented in this
study. It is concluded that due to the perceived impossibility of resuscitating these conditions,
unfavourable economic circumstances and a lack of generational renewal, respondents do
not have a hopeful future outlook for Castelsaraceno, nor do they envision shepherds
engaging in the management of the landscape.
Despite shepherds not viewing pathways for the restoration of shepherds’ roles in land
management, material and non-material heritage aspects of shepherding tradition can
represent positive opportunities for the future. Whilst the landscape of Castelsaraceno has on
one side been more recently sought after by tourists for its ‘wild’ and ‘natural’ character, local
tourism also offers an experience of shepherding within the walls of the Museum of
Pastoralism. However, a much richer rural history of the landscape is still out there in the
countryside beneath the brambles and brooms, as well as with both the active and retired
shepherds of Castelsaraceno. If the shepherding tradition of Castelsaraceno is, indeed,
attractive to tourists, then new pathways of land management may be developed upon this.
Such strategies could, for example, consist of guided tours throughout the landscape and
consequently promote the clearance of paths and removal of shrubs. Furthermore, the
engagement of the shepherds themselves in sharing experiences and knowledge of the
landscape could represent a way of preserving local culture, for example in the area of local
gastronomy. Reimagining the role of the shepherding tradition in the landscape of
Castelsaraceno can arguably support the development of a new collective identity and hence,
trespass the tipping point of existential landscape identity.
As tourism is becoming an important part of the economy of Castelsaraceno, further research
should investigate how both the wider population of Castelsaraceno and outsiders experience
and value the landscape. This would help gain a more holistic understanding of how the
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landscape is perceived and experienced. Furthermore, it would help shed light on potential
future pathways for Castelsaraceno and how land planning and policy should be approached.
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